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AGM
THANKS
I would like to start off by
thanking everybody who took
the time to attend this year’s
AGM.
Those who attended, like me
thought it was one of the best we
have held in recent years.
Members who I spoke to
afterwards were full of praise for
the support the trade had received
from both Caroline Pidgeon and
Val Shawcross and I would once
again like to thank them for giving
up their own time to attend - thank
you.

CREDIT CARD
MANDATORY
CONSULTATION
On page 10 of The Badge you
will see the TfL notice
informing you that the
deadline for the consultation
expires on 24th July.
We urge all drivers to respond and
have their say.
Tfl currently are of the opinion that
the majority of the Trade are in

favour of having fixed CC units
fitted in their taxis and connected
to the meter.
Whilst the Club broadly supports
taxi drivers taking credit cards, we
feel that drivers, who currently
accept them by ways of an App, or
maybe izettle machines, should
not be penalised for already being
ahead of the game and the choice
should be made by the drivers.

CITY HALL
DEBACLE
For those like myself who
witnessed the debacle at City
Hall this month, when both
Leon Daniels and Garrett
Emmerson appeared before
the GLA confirmed to
everyone what we at the Club
have said all along - that
these individuals are no
longer fit to hold their current
positions at Tfl.

Grant Davis

Editorial:

L.C.D.C
LEADERS

NOT FOLLOWERS
JOIN TODAY:
0207 394 5553
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Who’s protecting ?

Hardly a day goes by
when another Uber horror
story isn’t released in the
press, see (page 14), or on
Twitter:
It is becoming blindingly
obvious to everyone that Uber
are receiving protection that
goes far and above anything
else we have ever witnessed
before in London.
The fact still remains that
Transport for Londonwas
responsible for issuing them a
licence in the first place and
LeonDaniels appearedmany
times onTV and radio extolling
the virtues of uber andwas to
many in the Trade, their biggest
cheerleader. The LCDChas
been informed through our
contacts within the PH Industry
that LeonDaniels was
speaking to Jo Bertram of Uber
on aweekly basis.When
challenged on LBC radio
recently, as to whether Uber
had a land line, Daniels

emphatically said that they did,
but when challenged to
produce the number, he could
not remember it.
The following weekwhen
facing theGLACommittee, he
was asked again by Caroline

Pidgeon the very same
question “do Uber have a land
line?”
He deliberated the point and
then in a very agitated and
petulant manner gaveCaroline
(and the audience) the number.
Unfortunately for poor old Leon,
the number he blurted out was
in fact the direct number for Jo
Bertram - talk about the “proof
of the pudding!!”

We believe, after recent events,

that political pressure is being
applied from the PrimeMinister
down for Tfl to licence Uber.
When the issue of Uber was
raised at the Cabbies Cabinet
with theMayor, he toldme that
“David is a big fan….And to

leave Uber alone” how the hell
can this be acceptable? Just
before going to press, we have
Sajid Javid (Secretary of State
for Business) stated in the
Times that “he would be setting
out ways of supporting
Disruptive technology” and he
is “prepared to face down
London taxi drivers who dislike
theApp”.
Recently we have been
informed that the Chancellor
GeorgeOsborne has

personally informed theMayor
that there will be no cap in PH
numbers in the capital. With the
current Euro disaster unfolding,
we ask, whenwas it the task of
the Chancellor to get involved
in decidingmini- cab numbers

in the capital?

However, the fact remains TFL
are still the licencingAuthority
for London andNOT the
Government. They still hold the
power to revoke any licence
which falls fail of the licencing
laws.

We urge Boris to stand up to
the apparent bullying he is
receiving from this
Government.We also question

whether the right thing to do is
to consider whether he needs
to replace LeonDaniels and
Garrett Emmerson - with
people who have the balls to
stand up and uphold the law:

As we all know, there is to be a
newMayoral election next year
andwe are in constant contact
with both the Labour and
Liberal party prospective
candidates over the issues over
Uber. There is no doubt that this
will be one of the key issues in
the Election for everyonewho
stands. If this issue is allowed to
fester with the growing number
of PH (now at 82,000 ) then we
believe it will prove catastrophic
for the current regime at City
Hall.

L.C.D.C LEADERS
NOT FOLLOWERS

Uber supporters?
David Cameron, George
Osborne, Garrett
Emmerson, Leon Daniels
and Sajid Javid.

Secretary of State for Business, Sajid Javid, will ‘be
setting out ways of supporting Disruptive technology’
and is ‘prepared to face down London taxi drivers’



Following on from the
AGM, we were lucky that
Caroline Pidgeon and Val
Shawcross of the GLA
accepted our invitation to
answer members’
questions.
Their appearances was met with
much applause for the work they
have been doing on “Future
Proof”.
Val kicked off by explaining that
she and Caroline had been
swapping roles of chair and vice-
chair of the GLA transport
committee for several terms and
Val had now taken over from
Caroline again. Val made clear
that the GLAwas a scrutinising
body and not actually involved in
the running of London. As such,
they may only influence rather
than command the running of
City Hall.
Caroline then explained that last
year the committee had thought it
the right time to look at taxis and
PH. The main discoveries they
made were as follows:
There was no overall strategy in
this area of transport. Initially, all
they received back from TFL
were “weasel words” but Sir
Peter Hendy has since said that
he will develop such a strategy.
Another discovery was that a
passenger survey showed that
people generally do not know the
difference between taxis and PH
or how to check licences.
It was discovered that what ranks
policy there was, was failing.
Since then, TFL have responded
positively, seriously increasing the
budget and looking at station
ranks on the 24 hour tube.
PH drivers are under-trained.
Nowhere is this more so than
with regard to disability
awareness. At present this is
non-existent and drivers are
refusing guide dogs in their
vehicles. An awareness
programme is required and a
policy of zero-tolerance towards
discrimination against the
disabled.
Enforcement is inadequate.
Touting is rife and a massive
operation is required to bring it
under control. TFL is in denial on
this subject and Garret Emerson
claims a mythically large

enforcement team that doesn’t
actually exist.
Val then said that the GLA
transport committee view is that
TFL are too passive in this area
of transport. Future Proof has
been signed up to by all political
parties and pressure is being put
on The Mayor at Mayor’s
Question Time (MQT).
Emerson and Daniels are being
called by the committee in early
July and the huge taxi driver
audience at these hearings and
at MQT have strengthened the
Future Proof report. Val felt that
the drivers have been “brilliant” in
their support and admitted that
the Future Proof investigation
had opened the committee’s
eyes over what the taxi trade has
to deal with. The industry is under
“appalling stress as a result of
lowly-regulated interlopers”. The
committee feeling is that TFL are
not interventionist enough. This
puts taxis and regular PH under
great stress.
Currently there exists a race to
the bottom. PH numbers are
growing at an unsustainable rate
and this has adverse effects not
only on the taxi and PH trades
but also creates problems in
parking, traffic congestion and the
environment. This creates
problems for business more
generally. The committee are
trying to raise the problems of
these associated problems.
Val also warned that the trade
needs to get its act together
when dealing with TFL and
politicians. The trade needs to
develop a manifesto; a set of
practical solutions that can be
presented by a united trade. With
the Mayoral election coming up,
such a manifesto will be crucially
important.
The trade also needs to plan for
Uber winning the court case
coming up. One solution is to
demand the bar on PH be raised.
Currently, the situation is a case
of a highly-regulated taxi trade
trying to compete with a very low
regulated PH trade.
Val warned that when lobbying
for these things, it is very
important that the trade argue
from a position of putting the
public first. The Mayor’s first duty
is to the public rather than

specific interests.
Some questions followed, asking
Caroline if she planned to stand
for Mayor and if she won, what
would be her plans for Uber.
Caroline said she was
considering standing (she has
since decided to stand). As
Mayor, she would call on Uber to
adhere to the rules. Currently,
Boris and TFL are reluctant to
take Uber on. Caroline has
written to the Mayor questioning
how Uber could have been
granted a licence when there are
34 references in the PHAct as to
how PH bookings should be
made. Yet, Uber deny all
responsibility for bookings,
claiming that bookings are
between passenger and driver. In
the last week, three Uber drivers
had been caught with no
insurance. Caroline is unable to
understand why Uber’s licence
has not been revoked.
A question was then asked if the
committee were aware that LTPH
had wanted to revoke Uber’s
licence but TFL had over-ridden
them? Caroline stated that there
was not sufficient evidence to
prove that but will ask Emerson
about this when he is called by
the committee. She has also put
in a FOI request, asking for a full

record of phone calls between
TFL officers and Uber. She has
also written to Boris with regard
to claims that the PM had briefed
him on Uber.
With tongue firmly in cheek, a
questioner brought a bit of light
relief to proceedings when he
asked if the rumour was true that
Sepp Blatter was in the running
for TFL boss.
The ladies were asked if they
thought taxi demonstrations
helped or hindered the current
process. They felt that such
demo’s had their place but they
were pointless at the moment as
they had already done their job
and kicked-started the political
process. Drivers would be better
served by turning up at MQT and
continuing to apply the current
pressure on Boris. Additionally,
drivers should individually be
writing to MPs, Mayoral
candidates and the press.
When asked if they supported the
demo on 30th June, they thought
it was not a good idea. The
danger is that we are not getting
our message across to public
and media and may be seen as
modern-day Luddites, resisting
technological advancement.
Public opinion matters.
Asked if they thought a better

option to demos, giving free rides
for an hour and handing flyers to
passengers, they felt that such a
move would be really innovative
and the media would be likely to
pick up on the story.
Asked if they thought all the Uber
stuff on You Tube constituted
evidence to support action
against them, we were told that it
is very difficult to pin down but
Isabel Dedring is currently trying
to collate the evidence.
Consumer standards across TFL
are generally good but a proper
PH complaints system is lacking.
The chairman referred to a
meeting with MPTomWatson at
parliament had revealed that not
a single complaint made against
Uber by the public has been sent
by the operator to TFL.
A complaint came from the floor
about the traffic congestion that
will be caused if the plans for
Tottenham Court Road (TCR) go
ahead. The ladies felt that if
cycling is to be encouraged, the
cyclists need more road space
and they supported this.
However, they felt the problems
were not the reduced road space
but with general traffic. The
solution is not to get bikes off the
road but get private cars off the
road. This will allow public
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The Dynamic Duo

LCDC Chair Grant Davis shares a joke with Val Shawcross and Caroline Pidgeon



transport, including taxis, to get
around the roads more quickly.
Asked if the GLAhave any power
over Boris, they replied only over
the budget and their power to use
the press. This latter can be very
effective. An example is the TFL
response to Future Proof. At the
first committee hearing, TFL felt
there was no problem with the
way taxis and PH were running.
Asked if they thought it right that
an un-elected TFL official acted
as spokesman in the media on
taxi/PH affairs instead of The
Mayor, Val and Caroline felt this
was wrong and should be
conducted by The Mayor or his
assistant.
A questioner asked who was
responsible for the current traffic
grid-lock, currently being made
worse by the Cycle
Superhighway (CSH) scheme?
The result is the fare for a day –
time journey from City Hall to the
West End currently often costs
the customer £30. He also stated
that while Boris wants safety for
cyclists, those cyclists ignore
road rules.
The ladies explained that 8.5
million Londoners had to co-exist.
The GLAsupport safer cycling
because that is what Londoners
want. They did feel that Boris had

not handled CSH very well. He is
trying to leave this as his legacy
and as a result it is being put in
place in a bunched up way

instead of starting earlier and at a
reduced pace. They warned that
it isn’t in taxi interests to have a
war with cyclists over cycling

issues but concentrate on battles
we can win. Congestion is our
problem and not cyclists.
A questioner felt that there are

too many busses and that some
Oxford St routes needed phasing
out. The Chairman chipped in,
answering that Boris and Michelle

Dix were now very concerned
about traffic congestion being
created by PHVs and are
questioning their exemption from
the congestion charge.
Another questioner wanted to
know why PH driver licences are
not tied to a specific operator as
there are currently 10,000
licensed PH drivers not
connected to any operator but
drivers can only accept bookings
through an operator?
Another member wanted to know
what’s to be done about the
current growth of 1000 PH drivers
per month? He stated that Hendy
feels a law change is necessary
to slow this growth. Val said that
both Hendy and Boris are now
under immense pressure to do
something but they were out of
ideas.
Asked if she thought the next
Mayor would be non-Tory,
Caroline said that it made little
difference to the taxi lobby as
Future Proof had cross-party
support. We need to lobby all
candidates but need to develop a
very clear set of “asks”.
Val was then asked if Emerson
and Daniels should be removed
from office due to their failure?
Val responded that the answer to
that may be known after the

hearing on 8th July. Caroline
mentioned that when called as a
witness the last time, she felt that
Emerson was quite disrespectful
of the hearing and hopes for a
change in stance at the next.
A questioner referred to poor PH
driving standards and asked if
drivers can be required to obtain
a UK driving licence as a
prerequisite to obtaining a PH
licence? Val felt this was a good
idea and in the public interest.
They were then asked if they had
ever been asked or considered a
question of how the taxi trade
could be dismantled and received
a very clear answer of no.
Amember wanted to know if the
wheel-chair facility in taxis could
be subsidised? The Chairman
suggested VAT exemption.
Caroline pointed out that ULEZ
made it necessary to change our
current vehicles and this must be
subsidised in some way. She
suggested that new busses are
bought by TFL and then leased
back to operators and she could
see no reason why the same
thing could not be applied to
taxis. She also mentioned that
this would be a good time to
review the “turning circle”.
A questioner complained that TFL
have reinterpreted the meaning
of PH “pre-booked” fares and are
treating “immediate hiring” as
“pre-booked”. Do the committee
agree that there needs to be a
suitable period of time between
order and delivery of a PHV in
order to allow the driver to plan a
route? The ladies agreed.
They were then informed that
TFL have spent £3.6 million over
five years on promoting busses
and nothing on taxi promotion.
Should they be promoting taxis?
Caroline felt that the problem is
that TFL do not really see taxis as
part of London Transport. They
need to take more responsibility
for the service and bring forward
a public information campaign.
Asked if GPS should be banned
from taxis and PHVs, the
questioner was told such a rule
could not be enforced.
Asked if anybody will ever be
held to account for granting Uber
a PH licence, they were told
probably not unless a judicial
review is sought.

thelcdc@gmail.com
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visit the factory

The LCDC committee field questions from the floor at a well attended AGM

Caroline Pidgeon shows the Future Proof document
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Before gettingmybadge
last year, I knew little about
the charitywork that
LondonTaxi drivers did.
I heard that they tookwar
veterans abroad and
underprivileged children to
Disney but that was about it. I
didn't realise howmuch charity
work the trade did.And I was
astonished to find out exactly
what goes on. I really wanted to
get involvedwith some of this,
particularly for thewar vets. I
have a soft spot for the army
andwhat theywent through in
years gone by.My grandadwas
in the Indian VolunteerArmy
and fought alongside the British
inWWII and if it wasn't for the
British, people likemy parents,
who come from all over the
world, wouldn't have been able
to come here 50 odd years ago
to settle. Settle here, without
fear of discrimination,
persecution and oppression. I
have a lot to thank our armed
forces for and I will always be
eternally grateful.

I got involvedwith poppy cabs
last year for RemembranceDay
and it was such a lovely and
moving daywatching the vets.
Standing onWestminster
Bridge as Big Ben struck 11was
emotional to say the least.

My opportunity came to help on
the 16th June. A friend ofmine
is on the committee for the
LondonTaxi BenevolentAssoc
for theWar Disabled ( or
@taxicharity for short) and he
askedme if I wanted to help out
on a day trip toWorthing. I
obviously jumped at this and
was happy to get stuck in.A few
friends ofmine had done the trip
to Holland shortly before this
one and looking at the tweets
and reading the storiesmade
me evenmore determined to
help out in whatever way I
could.

Thewar vet I was responsible
for the daywas Frank.Aglider
pilot. He's 91 and lives in
Edgware. I turned up at 08:00
sharp andwas greeted by a
very smart gentleman by his

gate. Cap on,medals proudly
on show. Immaculate. He
immediately shookmy hand
with a very firm grip and said to
me "are we getting pissed today
youngman?" !!!!!!!Well that
broke the ice!

Pleasantries over andwith a
little assistance, Frankwas in
the cab andwewere away. First
stopwas going to beThe
HolmwoodVillageClub in South
Holmwood. The vets were
going to have a few light ales
and sandwiches there.When I
pulled up, there were already a
lot of cabs there and this sleepy
little villagewas suddenly taken
over by 150 LondonTaxis and
hundreds of war veterans. It
was some sight and lovely to
see themall enjoying the sunny
lunchtime treat. I bumped into a
few friendswhowere also on
the trip andwe alsowere fed
andwatered. I was itching to
take advantage of the free bar
but resisted!After this we all set
off in convoy toWorthing. The
villagers came out andwere
clapping us aswe departed. It

was lovely.

En route, Frank had been telling
me all the stories of his time as
a glider pilot. Hewas captured
by theGermans andwas held
as a POW for 9months. I was
expecting him to say how awful
it was. Instead he kept cracking
jokes at how they used to play
pranks on the guards and hide
so they got the head count
wrong everything! I suspect
Frankwasmaking light of a very
challenging time of his life.

We eventually get toWorthing.
Bear inmind, we've been in
convoy formost of the time
down here, I findmyself behind
aWorthing registered black cab.
I don't know quite how this
happened, but idiot here,
decides to follow him as I
thought hewas part of the trip.
The cabbie had a pob andwas
on a job! I end up heading out of
town before the cab driver pulls
up and says I should of been
withmymates going in the
opposite direction!! Only I could
get lost inWorthing, so a quick

about turn and Imanage to find
themain group and slip back in.
Typically forme, amate sees
this episode and standard
practise is to take themick out
ofme for the rest of the day!!! It
was all good fun.

It was incredible seeing all the
LondonTaxis parked up on the
seafront.A real spectacle and
many passers bywere taking
lots of pictures of us. Themain
event was in the Pavillion.A
fantasticmeal was laid out for
the vets and for us. TheMayor
was there,Mps and lots of
official looking people at the
head table.

One poignant thing struckme.
When the speecheswere taking
place, there was a common
theme. A themewhich,
whenevermentioned, got a loud
round of applause. That theme?
LondonTaxi drivers.

Without the generosity of the
kind hearted taxi drivers, this
andmany other trips for our war
vets simply wouldn't take place.

It's time to show theworld what
we do as a trade. This is what
we're about.We have issues
with TfLandwork levels
dropping and lots of other
things. Yet the goodmen and
womenwho push around that
cab in London still find the time
to do this kind of charity work.
It's so heart warming that our
trade is this generous. Our trade
is amazing. Truelly, it is.And
we're all part of it.We can argue
till the cows come home about
our other issues, but this 300+
year trade is one of themost
honourable, noble and
respected in theworld.

After a long day, I get Frank
back to Edgware. He had a kip
on theway home and it gave
me time to think about what I
had been part of that day.
Without getting too soppy about
it, I have to admit that I was a
little emotional.

On parting with Frank, he gave
me a badge.Agrubby, silver
badge. Something that looks
like youwould just step over if
you saw it on the pavement. But
it means something to Frank.
And now it means something to
me. I had awonderful day and I
can't wait for the next one.

I'll make no apologies for
blowing our trumpet.We, as a
trade, are incredible. I'm only a
butterboy. But, in the short time
I've had that priceless badge
aroundmy neck, I've realised
that the LondonTaxi Trade is
nothing short of astounding.

Rosh@where2mate
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Coming live fromCityHall,
Wednesday 8 July...
THEMUPPETSHOW!
StarringGaryEmerson
andLeroyDaniels, almost
supported (but not quite)
by Isobel Dedring.
As the three stars of the show
entered the stage there came
sustained hissing from the
audience. New chair Val
Shawcross quietened the
audience and then opened the
meetingwith a question of how
the plans for a taxi/PH strategy
were coming along. This strategy
is the key point within the 19
recommendations of the Future
Proof report so the questionwas
no surprise.
It was toGary and Leroy though
as each looking to the other for
rescue andVal S had to ask the
question again. Leroy tried to bluff
bit out by talking about
consultations and trade talks but
Val was having none of it and
askedwhen the strategywould be
published.
Gary thought he’d have a go at
deflecting the question and started
banging on about the other
recommendations in the report but
eventually they admitted they had
no date for publication. Not
surprising as by then everybody
hadworked out that they had no
such strategy. Isobel D tried to
defend themby saying they
preferred to get onwith the job
thanwrite about how to do the job
but Val shot her down in flames by
saying they could do both at the
same time.
Isobel saw theway thewindwas
blowing and immediately started
distancing herself andBoris from
Kermit and Fozzie by agreeing
that it should not be too difficult to
publish the strategy and that it
was a good idea. If looks could kill,
the ones she got fromGary and
Leroywould have seen her stone
dead on the floor.
Eventually, Leroywas pressured
into saying by year end but this
was not good enough for Val
becauseHendy had promised this
in February. Leroy then changed
this to year end at the latest. Val
reminded them they had now
pledged publication to the
committee by year end and they
would be held to that and also
asked for awritten update on how
the Future Proof

recommendationswere being
met.
With regard to PH complaint
procedures, Leon said therewas
now a dedicated phone number
that passengers could use to
complain directly to TFL,
alongside usual avenues such as
internet. Val suggested there
should be a database of
complaints to bring parity in the
PH complaint system tomatch
that of taxis andwas told data is
being gatherd and should be in
place by the end of the year.
RichardTraceywas concerned
that PH capping is needed before
themarket is completely
saturated, the exponential growth
of drivers is going to cause
problems for traffic congestion,
parking problems, alongwith air
pollution. Leon admitted this
growth is worryingTFLand driver
numbers currently stand at 82,500
but warned that TFLhave no
power to cap numbers and need
primary legislation to do o. Both
Leon and Isobel warned that there
was currently no taste within
government to enact such primary
legislation.
Richardwanted to knowwhat the
capped number should be but
Leon said this was currently being
established andwas not
straightforward asmanyPH
licenseesworked part-time or
were no longer active. Richard
asked if TFLshould consider
applying theCongestionCharge
to PHVs.Andwas told thismay
have to be considered.

Val S stated that while the public
considered taxis drivers to be “the
creamof the crop”, theywere
concerned at the competence
levels of PH drivers. Gary E said
that theMayor had already
ordered a requirement for PH
drivers to be competent in English
and the introduction of some
topographical testing.
It didn’t seem to dawn on either
side that the introduction ofmore
difficult licensing requirements that
are in the remit of TFL, could be
used to stem the current growth of
PH numberswith the need for
primary legislation.
Muradwanted to knowwhat was
causing the surge in PHdriver
applications and Leon felt it was
due at least in part to London’s
economic and population growth,
whileGary thought that

technologywas allowingmore
flexible work patternswithmany
licensees driving only a few hours
part-time. He didn’t explain that if
this was the case, why the
increase in PHnumberswere
causing concerns about
congestion, etc if PHVswere not
increasing aswell as driver
numbers.
Victoria Borthwick brought hire
and reward insurance into the
proceedings, claiming that the
links betweenPHdriver and
specific PHVs and vehicle
insurancewere veryweak, unlike
the same links in the taxi trade.
Gary E saidTFLwere looking at
ways to instantly check insurance
validity butmade a ridiculous
claim that the taskwasmade
harder by the fact that PHVswere
also used as private vehicles and
so could turn hire and reward
insurance off and on at different
times. This is patently nonsense
because taxis are used in exactly
the sameway and are fully
insured for hire and reward and
domestic uses. This does not
require switching the hire and
reward insurance off and on.
Nevertheless, Gary said that TFL
were trying hard to be allowed
access to theANPR system so
that a real-time system could be
established for checking
insurance and that insurers were

amenable to helping the system
develop.
Caroline asked if TFLwere
considering requiring operators to
runwhole fleet insurance. Laurel
and hardy then split againwith
Gary resisting by saying that
some driverswork independently
but Caroline said theywere
operators then andwould have a
single-vehicle fleet insurance.
Gary tried again by saying that
this would require operators to
insure vehicles they didn’t own.
Caroline responded angrily to this
by tellingGary that hewas
deliberatelymisunderstanding
what was being asked and said.
At this point, Leon stepped in
saying it was in the interest of all
that PHVs be properly insured
andTFLwould look at these
suggestions and take themup if
possible, apparently over-riding
Gary if not slapping him down as
he could seewhat everybody
except Gary could see – that Gary
was arguing against the public
interest.

Val S also pointed out that these
weak linkages between driers and
vehicles create other problems.
PHVs have a tendency to
congregate in sensitive areas
such as airports andmainline rail
stations or areaswhere there is a
high concentration of night-life.As

the law stands, it is possible for a
non-PH licensed driver to own a
PHVand this could possibly lead
to a PHVbeing used for terrorism.
Thewitnesses scattered. Gary
said while it was possible to own a
PHV, the owner could not use the
vehicle for hire and reward if the
driver was not PH licensed but
Caroline pointed out that they
could still use the PHV for
skulduggery. Leonwent a different
way and pointed out that a fully-
liveried ambulance could be
bought on E-Bay and used for the
same skulduggery. Isobel could
see the bonkers arguments that
these twoweremaking and said
that these connectionswere
currently being looked at, although
the other two appeared to know
nothing of it. Either somebodywas
telling porkies or somebody is
being over-paid.
Murad then asked if taxi fare
regulation should be applied to
PH fares but Leon pointed out that
the legal distinction between the
two servicesmakes this legally
impossible (surely, then, the same
legal distinctionmakesUber’s
pricing policy illegal). Gary E said
there had beenmany responses
to fare quoting in the recent
consultation and theywere being
evaluated.
Murad asked if it was time to
review the taxi tariff systemand

‘Flabby and cosy’... TfL mauled
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Leon said that this systemhas
workedwell since 1981 but there
have been suggestions from the
trade that the tariff is no longer
competitive.As a result, talks are
in progresswith the trade about
formula changes.
Carolinemoved the discussion to
Apps in general andUber in
particular. There have been so
many issues over Uber that the
committee had had to ask the
Mayor to look into the possible
revocation of it’s licence. Shewas
met with silencewhen she asked
when the investigationwould be
concluded. Pinky andPerkywere
silent because theywere both
thinking “investigation?What
investigation? “ and eventually
saying a number of compliance
checks had been carried out in at
Uber’s offices and all had been in
order. He ventured that the
problem is that technology has
created conditions that the
regulations did not envisage and
there is now a question of whether
the regulations remain
appropriate. However, there are
currently no grounds for
revocation.

Val then raised the question of
continuous dialogue betweenTFL
andUber andwanted to know if
therewas an audit trail for
complaints against Uber (10,000

permonth on theweb). Gary said
that while an audit trail was a
possibility, there isn’t a database
yet tomake it a reality.When
asked if such correspondence
with an operator was usual, Leon
said that the level of dialoguewas
correlated to the “noise” regarding
an operator.
Caroline asked again if therewere
records kept of informal chats
between themayor andUber and
TFLandUber andwas told that
while official complaints were
recorded, informal conversations
were not. Val said such
conversations should be logged
so Leon asked an audit process
were put in placewould this
satisfy her. Val said shewould be
satisfied if a proper recordwere
kept, alongside an internal audit.
With that, Caroline turned to
Isobel, who had now completely
distanced herself from the hiding
the other twowere getting and
asked if shewere happywith this
situation. Isobel was not and also
volunteered that the collective
impact of Uber “doesn’t feel right”,
needs to be investigated and the
casemade against Uber by
establishedPHoperators carried
weight and required investigation.
She also felt an internal audit was
a good and reasonable
suggestion. If Leon andGary
were going to be hung out to dry,

theywere not taking Isobel with
them.

Isobel went on to say thatmuch of
the problemwas that initially PH
enforcement was heavy-handed
but as PHoperators became
established and conversant with
the rules, a light-touchwas all that
was needed byway of
enforcement. However, the new
entrants do not have this history
and the original enforcement
approachwasmore appropriate
than the current light-touch.
Garywent further by saying that
technology had effectively
introduced a third tier between
taxis andPHbut Val pointed out
that therewas a difference
between technological change
and bad behaviour. Gary said
while it was bad behaviour, it was
within the law. Val said if this
perceptionwaswrong, that is
exactly why an audit trail is
required andGary answered
blandly that “we can show this”
For that he got a verbal slapwhen
Val told him that such bald
statements do not cut it.
Thingswarmed up asCaroline
pointed out that PH operators are
required to have a land-line for
bookings and Leon confirmed
they had one. Caroline asked for
the number and Leon’s right leg
started jerking up and down as he

said that Uber’s numberwas
checked regularly. Caroline asked
for the number again and his
fingers began to drum the desk in
timewith his twitchy leg as he said
they had a number but the law did
not require them to publicise it and
Uber exploited this to avoid use of
the land-line.

Caroline asked for the number
again and Leon said it’s 023 322
8237. People began to call the
number immediately and it turned
out to be the direct line of Jo
Bertram, Uber UK’s boss, who
answered and quickly put the
phone down.After that aman
answered. Somebody trying to
book a car toGatwick the
following daywas told they don’t
take bookings and she should
contact them fiveminutes before
shewanted the car and theythey
don’t accept phone bookings and
shewould have to book on-line, in
total defiance of the regulations.
An hour later, the phone linewas
taken out of circulation.
Questionswere then asked about
a snap inspection carried out at
Uber’s officewhere they failed to
produce the documentation
required andwere given aweek’s
notice to comply and
subsequently checked outOK.
Gary E confirmed this but said it
was normal practise to do this,
with the subsequent notified
check allowing notice.
Garywas asked about PHVs
“clustering” around airports,
stations and nightclubs, etc to
which he gave the bland reply that
TFLwereworkingwith police and
operators at Heathrow to remedy
the situation. Thismoved the
discussion to touting and
enforcement. Darren Johnson
asked if therewere sufficient
enforcement officers andGary
trotted out the same old fantasy
about the hordes of enforcement
and police officers that we are all
tripping over every night.
OperationNEONwas discussed
and therewas general agreement
that this was a useful exercise and
was being continued.
Darren asked if TFLsupported the
initiative to give airport authorities
power to act against touting but
Gary admitted hewas unaware of
this development.
Darren then asked if a proper
calculation had beenmade of the

resources required to deal
effectively with the touting
epidemic. Gary swerved this
question by saying resources
were being used effectively.

Darren thenwanted to knowwhat
other stepswere planned to deal
with touting butGary nodded this
one away, dodging the question
by saying it was difficult to outline.
Then began questions on ranks. It
transpires that 26 new rank
placements have been identified
of the 95 stations involved in the
24 hour system to be introduced
in September. 14 are expected to
be in place in time.Another 50
already have ranks, although 36
need improvement. Gary
explained that it was very difficult
to get co-operation from the
boroughs over rank space and
they held up proceedings but he
was told that the boroughs have a
list of ranks theywant put in place
but are being held up byTFL.
Muradwanted to knowhow the
taxi tradewill be affected by the 24
hour tube and Isobel said some
work had been done on this and
not all effects will be bad.While
some journeyswill be lost to the
tube, the tube is expected to
generate an increase in night-time
activity and also create a demand
for “lastmile home” from the
stations, whichmakes ranks
provision vital at these stations.
Val S closed the session by
applying a kick in the goollies to
the three stoogesby saying she
was “duty bound to thank them for
attending” and thus implying that
she intendedno thanksat all. She
said the committeewere
disappointed thatHendy’s
promiseshadnot been kept,TFL
performanceas regulatorwas
“flabbyand cosy”.Regulations
needup-dating andUber are
pushing theboundaries of current
legislation, if not breaking themand
TFLarenot helpful to the traditional
taxi andPH trades.She then
warned that shewill bewriting to
TFLwith anumber of “asks”.
There are still serious issues
around ranking and touting that
still need answering. Until the
committee feel that TFLare
regulating properly, theywill keep
callingTFLback. It is shocking
that TFLappear unconcerned
about rising to theMayor’s
expectations.

by GLA over Uber relationship
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OnSunday5thJuly, The Ian
CollinsShowonLBChada
dedicatedprogramme for
its 3-hourentirety to the
LondonTaxiTrade. The
ShowwascalledTheBig
BlackCabDebate.
Although I had the pleasure of
picking up Ian Collins before in
my cab and found him to be a
decent bloke, I had reservations
if the showwould stitch the
trade up like other phones in, in
the past on LBC.
The programmewas planned
months ago and all stakes
given plenty of time to accept
their invitation. It spoke
volumes that UBER did not
offer anyone from their
organisation to participate. It
was obvious, that they did not
want their dubious business
practices to be scrutinised on
live radio. It was apparent that
they did not have confidence in
Jo Bertram in a live discussion
and to be cross-examined by
Ian or other guests and callers.
The show beganwith Steve
McNamara of the LTDA joining
Ian in the studio for the first
hour, with Steve giving his
forthright views onTFLand
their scandalous licensing of
UBER. He also went into detail
on their tax avoidance and
assisted Ian replying to some
excellent calls coming in from
TaxDrivers. Steve expressed
the trades concerns giving the
listeners not affiliated to the
trade some facts of our plight
under TFL.
Caroline Pidgeon of the London
Assembly joined the debate
andwas excellent as anyone
who has attendedCity Hall or
the LCDCAGMwould expect.
Caroline began by saying they
have uncovered somany
issues and the route causewas

poormanagement by TFL.
She said that TFLhave badly
let down theTaxi and PH trade.
She spoke how badly TFLhave
not enforced regulations on
UBER and epidemic touting at
night, risking passenger safety.
LeonDaniels declined an
invitation to the LBCStudios;
he was interviewed at home in
the comfort of his armchair.
Perhaps he did not have the
courage to discuss UBER and
defend his woeful management
of Taxi and PH, in an open
forum?
Daniels was not as brash and
bullish as hewas on the radio
throughout last summer. As
expected, he was evasive and
defensive; his tone during this
interviewwas far from
confident, appeared flustered
and used the usual spin tactics
to justify the licensing of UBER.
He tried to substantiate TFL
issuingmore 1200 PH licenses
amonth on London’s growing
population. He stated a figure
that London’s population is
increasing by nine people an
hour. Where did he get this
statistic? The same people who
give him the figures on touting?

Ian questioned him if UBER
had a landline phone number,
which is a requirement for PH
Operator to be granted a
licence and this is when he got
nut megged. He stuttered that
they had one, but he could not
say where you could find it.
Mayor candidatesGeorge
Galloway, Sadiq Khan and Ivan
Massow gave short interviews.
They showed little knowledge
of the trade and probably
showing an interest to raise
their profile with an election
looming. Massow’s interview
was particularly poor, he
recently did an interview
acclaiming UBER and that PH
should have access to bus
lanes. Does he really believe
that Taxi Drivers are so simple
that they will fall for his change
of view?
I have encounteredmany
UBER drivers usually breaking
the HighwayCode and have
yet to come across onewith a
London accent or speak clear
English, but ironically, most of
the ones who rang in did. Were
they cherry picked by UBER to
call in and instructed what to
say? If so, they hardly helped

their cause. Most of them
came across as resentful,
disgruntled failed knowledge
boys spouting the usual false
clichés against us.
During the second hour of the
debate, LenMartin of the UCG
gave a good explanation of the
problems of CRB’s, howTFL
make it simple for PH drivers to
get around it and the dangers
its poses to customers. Mick
Baily of the RMTmade clear it
is imperative that we “Define
Plying for hire” in Parliament to
secure the taxi trades future.
Representatives of Hailo and
Get Taxi appeared and plugged
the virtues of Taxis and their
app. Contradictory of Hailo I
thought, as they still offer mini
cabs on their app, on demand,
the same asUBER.
I was disappointed that there
was no spokesperson from the
Radio Circuits on to defend the
trade, and give their account of
how appalling TFLare. Over
the years, they havemade
millions from theTaxi Drivers
and the trade.
SteveWright of Licensed
Private Hire CareAssociation
called in and shared the same

view of TFLManagement as
the Taxi Trade. Hemade some
good points on the long hours
these drivers do, as there are
no controls on how long they
work, usingmultiple apps that
put the public’s safety at risk.
Grant Davis, LCDCChairman
gave themost passionate
interview towards the end of the
show. He dropped the
bombshell that Boris Johnson
told him personally, that David
Cameron is a big fan of UBER
andmust be left alone. Grant
also revealed a reliable source
said that GeorgeOsbourne
stated that PH numbers in
Londonwill not be to be
capped.
I would like to pay a huge
thanks to Ian Collins and his
teamwho had done some
serious research on the subject,
excellently briefed by London
Taxi Drivers Steve Dewell
(@CabbieLDN) andMark
White (@Tootlesthetaxi). I
would like to pay tribute to all
the Taxi Drivers who rang in
and gave eloquent informative
opinions and done the trade
proud.
To summarise this was a Brutal
and humiliating night for TFL
and particularly LeonDaniels,
highlighting to listening
Londoners their failure as
regulator. In order for the trade
to have a prosperous future
and for TFL to work with us,
willingly andmeaningfully, this
radio programme highlighted
that this cannot happenwith
Daniels still at the helm.

L.C.D.C LEADERS
NOT FOLLOWERS

LBCholdsTfL toaccountoverUber
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Arage-filled Uber driver
threatened to cut a London
university lecturer's neck in a
chilling voicemailmessage
that emerged today.
Anna Kealey, 28, said she
"could not believe" the violence
of the driver's outburst after
discovering the "menacing"
recording on her phone this
afternoon.
The lecturer had used the taxi
app to order a cab to her home
in Hackney, but cancelled
before the car arrived.

The incensedminicab driver
called her up and ranted for
nearly aminute, becoming
increasingly irate as he told her
"don't do that again" and called
her an "idiot" and "stupid".
But the darkest moment came
when hewarned her: "Don't do
it again, otherwise I will cut your
neck."
She told the Standard: "I felt
sick tomy stomachwhen I
heard it, I almost fell over.
"It starts off quite vile, but by the
end it gets so violent, I just

couldn't believe the language
hewas using.
"There are parts where I didn't
even understand what he was
saying, which is probably a
good thing, but the cut your
throat threat was very clear.
"I felt disgusted. It's so
menacing at the end."
Anna KealeyMs Kealey, a
lecturer in design history at the
University of theArts London,
only found themessage on her
phone after catching upwith
her voicemails today.

It was left after she used the
taxi app about 10 days ago,

when shewas going tomeet
friends for brunch.

MP-chooseblackcabsover ‘Uberchaos’

Rage-filled Uber driver threatened to cut lecturer’s neck in chilling voicemail

Londonmust choose
between the chaotic Uber
or its heavily-regulated
but safe black cabs
because the two cannot
operate side by side, a
Tory MP has warned.
As reported in the Daily
Telegraph, Charles Walker
said while cab drivers had to
pass the Knowledge and
undergo background and
financial checks, technology
start-up Uber was brazenly
ignoring the rules and flooding
the capital with mini-cab
drivers.
He warned City Hall officials
were having to deal with as
many as 1,200 newmini-cab
registrations every month,
while Uber straightforwardly
ignored most regulations.
Mr Walker said if Uber was
preferred there should be a
genuine free for all, releasing
cab drivers from the current
regulations on themselves and
allowing them to put "any old
piece of rubbish on the road".
Taxi drivers went on strike last
summer to protest "the
inefficient manner in which TfL
manages taxi and private hire
in London", said the LTDA's
Steve McNamara
Speaking in a late-night
Commons adjournment
debate, Mr Walker said: "For
400 years, London has
recognised the need to have a
properly-regulated and
licensed taxi service. I suggest
our illustrious predecessors

were not fools in this matter.
"London can't have it both
ways: it can try but it will end in
tears."
Mr Walker said without the
enforcement of regulations on
all kinds of taxi, fares would
rocket, cars would be unsafe,
disability access would be hit
and people would be less
safe.
He said the enforcement
officials had neither the
resources nor the sanctions
available to properly uphold
the rules - telling MPs there
should be the ability to get rule
breakers off the roads for
good.
The Broxbourne MP said there
was currently no penalty for
not meeting the rules.
"I want to be clear: I want to
derive reassurance from a
licensed and regulated black
cab taxi trade. Of course, it's
not a perfect trade but it's a
very good one," he said.
"I want to know when my
children are out in London,
they will always have the
option of easily finding a black
cab to take them home or
back to the place they are
staying.
"And I want to know they will
pay the price on the meter, not
a meter price artificially inflated
through surge pricing as Uber
drivers did during the 2014
Sydney hostage crisis and in
London by 300 per cent during
last week's Tube strike. Thank
you Uber, thank you for

nothing.
"I want to knowmy children
are being driven by a
professional with four years'
training because my children's
safety is important to me."
He continued: "Why shouldn't
fares be left to the discretion of
the driver? Only the fools will
be left to pay the higher rates
and that's their punishment for
being stupid, weak, old or frail.
"This is not the London I want
to live in but unless we take
regulatory enforcement
seriously, I fear it is the one we
are going to get."
Transport minister Robert
Goodwill said he understood
MrWalker's desire to raise his
concerns in the Commons, but

added licensing was the
responsibility of Transport for
London (TfL).
He said: "London's taxi service
is recognised as one of the
best in the world, with high
vehicle standards - including
disabled access and skilled
drivers.
"By learning the world famous
Knowledge of London, London
taxi drivers therefore earn the
unique right to ply for hire on
the streets of the capital.
"Private hire vehicles offer a
different service, also with high
standard but allowing a
customer to choose who they
travel with.
"This combination of taxi and
private hire ensures that the

needs of as many Londoners
as possible can be met."
Mr Goodwill said "time does
not stand still" for the iconic
black cab, with the market
changing due to new
technology.
He noted the "industry must
adapt" but change brings
challenges, explaining TfL and
other licensing authorities was
faced with accommodating
"21st-century technology in
19th-century legislation".
Mr Goodwill said a
consultation had been carried
out in the capital which may
deal with some of MrWalker's
concerns, adding the results
would be published later this
year.

Tory MP Charles Walker
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Application Form
Please complete this form in BLOCK CAPITALS

The subscription rate is £170 per annum. If you are unable to pay in a
single payment please make one cheque payable to “The London Cab
Drivers’ Club Ltd,” with today’s date, for £56.67, and two post-dated
cheques one month apart for £56.67.

Send the completed form to: THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY,
The London Cab Drivers’ Club Ltd, UNIT A 303.2
Tower Bridge Business Complex, Tower Point,
100 Clements Road, Southwark, London SE16 4DG

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:.................... Surname: ......................................

First Names:......................................................................................

Address: ...........................................................................................
............................................... Post Code: ......................................
Badge No: ............................. Email: ...............................................
Telephone No: (with full STC code):................................................

I agree to abide by the rules of the Club. I also agree that the above
information will be kept by the LCDC in a computer system under the
terms of the Data Protection Act.

I understand that I will not be eligible for legal representation for
matters arising prior to the date of this application. Thereby declare that
I have no outstanding PCO or police matters pending.

Signed: ...................................... Date: ......................................

Please complete this form and send it with your application form

(LCDC) Ltd UNIT 303.2
TOWER BRIDGE BUSINESS COMPLEX, TOWER POINT,

100 CLEMENT’S ROAD, SOUTHWARK
LONDON, SE16 4DG

0207 394 5553

Standing Order Form

Your Bank: .........................................................................................
Your Bank Address:............................................................................
Post Code:..........................................................................................

Please pay the sum of £15 NOW and monthly therafter
until further notice.

Please pay the sum of £42.50 NOW and then quarterly thereafter
until further notice.

Quoting Reference No ( )

To the account of THE LONDON CAB DRIVERS’ CLUB LTD,
Barclays Bank Bloomsbury & Tottenham Court Road branch,

PO BOX 1134, London W128GG
Sort Code 20-10-53. Account No- 40450421.

Your Name: .....................................................................................
Account No: .....................................................................................
Sort Code: .......................................................................................
Signature: ........................................................................................
Date: ..................................................................................................

AS AN L.C.D.C
MEMBER YOU
WILL RECEIVE:
�� 24 HOUR DUTY SOLICITOR  

EXCLUSIVE TO THE CAB TRADE
Your 24 Hr duty solicitor hotline 

membership card.
Peace of mind 24 hrs of the day.

�� FULL LEGAL COVER
Our fantastic team of City Of London 
based solicitors and barristers, 
experts in Hackney Carriage and 
road traffic law.

��COMPLAINTS AND APPEALS
As a member of the LCDC, we will 
deal with any complaint that has been
made against you by members of the 
public.
Also we will attend the LTPH with you
on any personal appeals that would 
affect your licence.

��HEATHROW AIRPORT   
REPRESENTATION

With our reps at the airport working 
hard on the trade’s behalf for a fairer, 
and more safer future at Heathrow.

��RANKS AND HIGHWAYS
The LCDC attend the Joint Ranks 
committee, working hard for more 
ranks and more access for the taxi 
trade in London.

��CAB TRADE ADVICE
All members can call the office for 
any information or up to the date 
news on any trade related subject.

�� TRADE’S FUTURE
The Club worked tirelessly in bringing

i          in the green & yellow identifiers to the   
taxi trade.
And are always working hard to  
protect our future.

��CAB TRADE REPRESENTATION
We are working hard to work with 
members of the GLA and also 
politicians to fight our corner against

TFL and was a major influence in the recent
“ future proof” document.

�� VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
The Club works alongside LTC and
Mercedes to deliver a vehicle that
meets our standard as a London taxi
driver. Recently we have held
meetings to work against the ULEZ
strategy and the introduction of taxi
age limits.

��CLUB PROTECTA
To help drivers who have acquired
twelve points keep their licence.

JUST 
£3 per
month

Join over the
phone - just call
and we’ll take
your payment

details* £12 per month is tax deductible
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Life Insurance is required to protect the most precious people 
and assets in your life. For us, as self-employed drivers without
adequate protection your monthly income is at risk. 
The LCDC working alongside TMC Advisors are offering 
members a totally free Independent review.
FCA Regulated /  Prices as low as £20 per month

SOME OF THE BENEFITS:
50% Off Virgin Active Memberships ( even for existing members )
Weekly free cinema tickets
75% off Champneys Spa
25% - 50% off Eurostar travel
Up to 40% off BA return flights

CALL 
020 3608 0240

We have built a
new website:
lcdc.cab this is the
most advanced
website the trade
has to offer - it has
been put together
with the
membership as its
focus.

Every member will be
able to register on the
new website - once
registered you will be

able to keep up
to date as to
what goes on
behind the
scenes at the
LCDC, seeing
how the LCDC
is working hard

to protect your
livelihood. You will be
able to participate in
polls the LCDC will
put out soliciting your
opinion on trade
issues. You will be
able to access our
new forum area and
communicate with
other members. We
have also provided
the facility to upload
photos and videos
you have taken of
anything you see that

has a direct impact
on our trade when
you’re out driving
your taxi.

It has a TFL traffic
report streamed in,
providing you with up
to the minute traffic
reports - there is also
our Twitter feed being
displayed on the
website.

You will now be able
to access and read
The Badge in a digital
format. You can place
your taxi for sale and
include photos of
your taxi in our new
members’ classified
section. Non-
members can also

advertise
their taxi for
sale for a
small charge
of £20.

We have
great
pleasure to announce
that The LCDC have
teamed up with
Green Badge
Promotions, providing
access to fantastic
money saving offers,
for both you in
running your taxi to
days out with the
family. We are
confident that if you
take advantage of
these offers you will
save in discounts
your annual

subscription to The
LCDC, effectively
being a member of
the LCDC for free! 

Knowledge Students
can join the LCDC for
free as an associate
member and
participate on the
knowledge forum,
accessing some great
money saving offers,
helping you keep the
cost down whilst
studying the
knowledge. 

New added benefits for LCDC members
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Dear Ms. Dedring,

I am writing to you at the
suggestion of Richard
Tracey following the
appearance last week at the
London Assembly of your
colleagues from TfL to
answer questions regarding
the taxi and PHV trades.

I have to say first how
extremely disappointed I, as a
member of the public, was by

the performance of Messrs.
Daniels and Emmerson.
Many months have passed
since Caroline Pidgeon and
her fellow committee
members published their
extremely critical report, and
yet nothing appears to have
changed in the interim.  I was
dismayed  by their amateurish
lack of preparation for the
meeting, and had every
sympathy for the taxi drivers'
simmering rage.

I am aware that you and the
Mayor must be as frustrated
by this as the GLA committee,
and I also know that you are
having to contend with a
government that, for one
reason or another, does not
appear to have any interest in
ensuring that all operators in
this field have to comply with
the regulations.  However the
government's enthusiasm for

disruptive business models
and so-called free markets
should not prevent the
Mayor's office from doing its
job.

The safety of Londoners
should be valued more highly
than any other consideration.
The other evening I was out in
Mayfair with a friend of mine.
After dinner we strolled
around the environs of
Berkeley Square and found
ourselves outside a night club
called Novikov.  The time was
about 11.15 or so. This is the
first time that I have ever felt
unsafe in this area of London.
As two women, we felt
threatened by the sinister men
that were hanging around in
the doorways all around this
club.  I understand that they
are minicab touts.  I could see
proper taxis forced to wait in
the middle of the road

because they were unable to
access their rank which was
filled with PHVs and other
vehicles.. One minicab
contained a driver who was
fast asleep.

I have to say, that if I were
young and had to come out of
this establishment and run the
gauntlet of these tenacious
men, I would feel frightened
and might well feel obliged to
take one of their vehicles.
Younger friends of mine have
told me how unpleasant it is to
come out of clubs in Fulham
and the City and be faced with
far more aggressive activities
than I witnessed in Mayfair.
They are almost forced to take
a minicab - and the constant
mantra is how expensive a
black cab will be in
comparison.

Surely there is more to life

than artificially low prices?  I
want members of my family to
feel secure at night and that,
in my view, means taking
either a proper London taxi, or
a minicab from a reputable
company. Regardless of what
Mr. Emmerson says, I can see
for myself that enforcement is
slight at best and the meeting
left me with a disheartened
sense that your colleagues
have no appetite for ensuring
that effective regulation is
carried out.

I would very much appreciate
your comments:  and perhaps
you can add some
encouraging news?

Yours sincerely,

Frances Luczyc Wyhowska
(Mrs), Albert Bridge Road
London, Honorary Member,
LCDC

L.C.D.C LEADERS 
NOT FOLLOWERS
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DODGY DEALINGS
It’s Friday night/Saturday morning
around 2.00am. They hail me
outside the new club near the
Westbury Hotel. Nothing special
about the punters; just a bloke
and two girls. They want Ken High
St, where the bloke lives. The girls
are doing their best to look and
sound like Sloanies but South
London could still be heard in
their voices.
These three were right on it. The girls
were hanging out of the windows
calling out to passers-by on the street
and “have you got any sounds
driver”. Meanwhile the bloke was
giving it the large and telling the girls
he was going to get some good gear
and they would party at his place. I
couldn’t help but ear-wig because
they were so loud.
Shortly after getting in the cab he
makes a phone call and it becomes
clear that he is arranging a meet with
his dealer to buy cocaine, telling the
dealer where he was and how long
he’d be and asking him to wait. He’s
giving it the big ‘un to the girls, telling
them how good his dealer’s stuff is.
There are a couple of phone calls
along the journey because the
dealer’s getting iffy about how long
he’s waiting. Anyway, we turn into the
posh flats opposite the Hilton in Ken
High and the dealer is parked up.
The guy in my cab gets out and into
the back seat of the dealer’s car. A
trade takes place, he returns, pays
me and the girls get out and their
away to get off their faces.
What was unbelievable was the
dealer. He was a minicab driver. He
was driving a MPV complete with PH
licence roundels and registration
number VN58OAX. 
You have to give the fella marks for
enterprise because who is better placed
to exploit a thriving market. He’s out
there every Friday and Saturday nights,
picking up folks with more money than
sense having a good time. Run out of
drugs but not finished having a good
time? Well, this chappie can help.  Who
knows, maybe if he catches a punter
drunk enough and offers then some
gear, they might be in the mood to try
some for the first time while their
inhibitions are put on hold by the drink
and buzz of a good time.
This is the kind of low-life they want
to replace the greatest taxi service in
the world.

BOJO OR BOZO?
During Mayor’s Question Time

(MQT) recently, Boris has
consistently argued that the
people like Uber. 
As a result, he basically shrugs his
shoulders when complaints are made
about their sharp practises. He is the
ultimate regulator of the taxi and PH
industry but instead of regulating all
we hear from the regulator is a
refusal of any need to act or excuses
why acting would be pointless.
At MQT he regularly makes mention
that Uber has a million subscribers
so the public must love ‘em. He even

shouted across the auditorium to a
cab driver that the reason Uber are
successful is because the public
choose them and it’s “the free
market” at work.
Right there chaps and chapesses is
the heart of all our problems – Boris
appears to have no idea what his role
is. As regulator his job is not to allow
the free market but to prevent it.
What chance is there of adequate
regulation when the head regulator
doesn’t understand the word
“regulate”.

The free market is the ideal
competitive situation. In the free
market, price is king. Suppliers strive
to reduce costs and thus price, in the
market they operate in. The market
price will be the lowest price offered
because other things equal, any
producer that does not meet that
price will ultimately have to leave the
market.
This produces what economists call
the best use of resources. When it

works, it’s great. Often though, the
free market doesn’t work. A common
reason that it doesn’t work is
because while the lowest price may
suit the suppliers and consumers in a
market, it doesn’t produce the best
outcome for society. While this is a
free market, it is also a failed market.
A major reason for such failure is
when supply costs are “externalised”,
meaning that the supplier shifts the
costs outside the market onto society
as a whole.  In such instances the
free market has failed and requires

REGULATION. Once the market is
regulated, it is no longer a free
market. The taxi industry is a prime
example of a failed free market that
has had to be regulated instead.
So what are these externalities? We
have to have a specialised vehicle
and take an additional driving test to
accept “on-demand” fares. There are
costs attached to this and they are
internalised into the market by
regulation. Without the vehicle and
driving skills, there are less costs
within the market, borne by
producers and consumers. 
However, without the vehicle and
driving skills, there will be more
accidents and accidents have costs.
The police get involved and that
carries the cost of policing. More
drivers, passengers and third parties
end up in hospitals and that carries
cost. However, these costs are not
met within the market but by society
in general. This effectively means
that passengers are not paying the
full cost of the service because the

producers are passing some cost
onto society in general.
That is why our market was
regulated in the first place. Of
course there are other factors as
well. Policing costs; traffic
congestion costs; pollution costs;
all these will be the result of touting
and allowing PH drivers to accept
“electronic hails”. It encourages
over-supply of drivers and far too
many PH drivers making their way
into “honey-pot” areas.
Here’s the thing though. It is not the
suppliers and thus, the customers
that are paying these costs but
general society because these costs
have been externalised from the
market.
By his statements, Boris thinks –
correctly – that Uber are operating in
a free market. The only problem with
that and Boris fails to see this, is that
the regulator is allowing regulated
and non-regulated suppliers to
operate within the same market.

BORIS, IT CANNOT WORK!  A
regulated supplier cannot ever
compete with the costs of an
unregulated supplier because while
their costs are similar, the latter will
pass some of these costs onto
society while the former cannot do
this. Ergo, the latter will always be
able to offer a lower price than the
former; not because they are more
efficient but because they have
exported  the payment of some
cost from the customer to society.
Customers will ultimately put price
first. They will not put safety first;
they will not put legality first; they
will put price first.
That is why the market is regulated. It
is regulated to provide what the
customers and suppliers will not
supply in a free market but is
required by society as a whole. 
If Boris, you then allow free market
suppliers into a regulated market, the
end result will be that the regulated
suppliers either go out of business or
ignore the regulations. Either way,
you end up with an unregulated
market.
If you want a regulated market – the
world’s gold standard taxi service -,
do your job and regulate it. If you
want an unregulated market, do us
all a favour and save us a lot of pain
and de-regulate it and go back to a
failed free market. Please don’t be a
fool though and try to have the
impossibility of both at the same
time.

Walker on the March....
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Four-time world
champion Carl Froch has
announced his retirement
from boxing.
The 38-year-old twice won the
WBC title during a glittering
career in which he also
claimed the WBA and IBF
belts at super middleweight,
winning 33 of 35 fights
including 24 by knockout. 
Having now hung up his
gloves, Froch will join Sky
Sports as an expert analyst
alongside Adam Smith and
Johnny Nelson.  
Speaking to Sky Sports News
on Tuesday, Froch said:
'Making the decision to retire
and saying - it's been a year,
it's too long, the fighting
machine has gone, it's not
going to come back - it's still
hard. 
'The last thing I think about
before my head hits the pillow
is boxing, and when I wake up
in the morning to think what
time it is, and I think it's half
six, seven o'clock, should I be
going for a run, where's my

trainers - it's a lifestyle, a way
of life, and it's a mindset. I'll
always have that and I think
I'll always be itching for the
big fight.

'There's no greater feeling for
me than standing victorious in
the arena and I'm never going
to get that again now, and I
don't know where I'm going to

get that feeling from.
'I don't know where it's going
to come; maybe it's not.
That's what I'm turning my
back on and that's what's

going to be difficult to do, but
there comes a time in every
man's career where he's got
to say "that's it, enough's
enough".

Andy Lee and Billy Joe
Saunders were full of
respect for each other at
the press conference for
their WBO middleweight
title clash at Thomond
Park on September 19.
Champion Lee (34-2-1-KO24),
31, defends the belt he won
from Matt Korobov in
December for the first time - but
was in action in New York back
in April as he fought back to
draw with Peter Quillin, who
had failed to make the
championship weight.
The unbeaten Saunders,
(pictured), is the reigning British,
European and Commonwealth
champion and was last seen in
November in outpointing bitter
rival Chris Eubank Jr, having
snatched headlines with some
fierce insults in the lead-up to

the fight.
There was no such bad blood
this time, though, with Lee and
Saunders - who are both from
travelling backgrounds -
dignified in their answers to
journalists.
Lee said: "I would have driven
past this stadium countless
times and I always dreamed of
fighting here. As soon as I won
the title in December, my
thoughts turned to defending
here. It'll be seen all over the
world and I'm proud to put
Limerick on that stage.
"It's an honour really and it goes
some way to repaying the
support from the people of
Limerick.
"I'm fighting one of the best
middleweights in the world.
He's British champion,
European champion and
undefeated. He'll come with a

spirited challenge and I'll be
trying to keep hold of my belt.
We're going to put on a great
show.
"The dream was to step off the
plane at Shannon with the belt
and people put on a great
welcome for me. This is the
natural progression. 
"I'd like to thank Billy Joe
because it takes a lot. I've been
doing it all my career, going in
to other people's hometowns.
I've said it all along. This is
going to be a massive event
and I'm delighted to be part of it.
"How can I not respect him?
He's undefeated and he was an
Olympian. He's going to take a
lot of beating. His strength is his
will and passion, how much he
wants to win a fight. That's
going to take a lot of beating.
This is a real fight.
"I know how much it hurts to

lose and I never want to taste
that again. I've been armoured
by my defeats."
Saunders (21-0-0-KO11) was
equally excited by the prospect
of fighting in front of 34,000 -
even though the vast majority of
those in attendance will be
cheering on the home fighter.
The Hatfield fighter said: "As
soon as I pulled up to the place,
I looked at it and it was a dream

come true. Everyone wants
home advantage but he's the
champion and he deserves it.
"A lot of fights need building up
and talking about with trash
talk but this doesn't need it. I've
got a lot of respect for Andy. I
just want his belt. You've got
two proud travelling fighters
going out there. There'll be
mixed fans coming from
everywhere.”

Champ Froch announces retirement

Lee and Saunders respectful before clash
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We as a trade need to be up to speed
with social media - so that we can act
quickly and with one voice when
needed.
It’s not difficult to sign up to Twitter - see
below! And you can keep up to date with all
the latest trade news by following the trade
organisations.

Signing up with Twitter
To create an account on the web:
1. Go to http://twitter.com and find the sign
up box, or go directly to
https://twitter.com/signup.

2. Enter your full name, phone number,
and a password.

3. Click Sign up for Twitter.

4. In order to verify your phone number,
we will send you an SMS text message
with a code. Enter the verification code in
the box provided. Learn more about
having a phone number associated with
your account here. 

5. Once you've clicked Sign up for Twitter,

you can select a username (usernames
are unique identifiers on Twitter) — type
your own or choose one we've suggested.
We'll tell you if the username you want is
available.

6. Double-check your name, phone
number, password, and username.

7. Click Create my account.You may be
asked to complete a Captcha to let us
know that you're human.

Note: if you'd like to sign up with Twitter
using an email address, you can do so via
the "Use email instead" link at the bottom
of the sign up page. 

Tips for picking a username:
• Your username is the name your
followers use when sending @replies,
mentions, and direct messages.
• It will also form the URL of your Twitter
profile page. We'll provide a few available
suggestions when you sign up, but feel

free to choose your own. 

• Please note: You can change your
username in your account settings at
any time, as long as the new username
is not already in use.

• Usernames must be fewer than 15
characters in length and cannot contain
"admin" or "Twitter", in order to avoid
brand confusion.

Important information about signing
up with email address:
• An email address can only be
associated with one Twitter account at a
time.
• The email address you use on your
Twitter account is not publicly visible to
others on Twitter.

• We use the email you enter to confirm
your new Twitter account. Be sure to
enter an email address that you actively
use and have access to. 
Check your inbox for a confirmation
email to make sure you signed up for
your account correctly.

Drivers needed on Twitter

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com
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The LCDC is waiting to hear how
much Heathrow Ltd. (HAL) and
the Home Office paid the MPS
Heathrow in policing costs for
financial year 2014-2015. (For the
previous year, policing costs
amounted to £36.8 million) .
The LCDC contends that under the
Airport Security Planning

Framework that came into
existence in January 2010, airport
operator HAL is legally obliged to
meet police deployment costs
attributable to enforcing byelaws
that specifically forbid PH drivers to
pick up passengers other than from
an official car park. The LCDC
maintains that senior officers at
Heathrow police station are failing
to make a proper assessment of
how much police manpower needs
to be deployed for the sole purpose
of enforcing the PH byelaws. It has
to be said that there seems to be a
great deal of uncertainty and
disagreement within the MPS as to
what sort of enforcement role
should be played at Heathrow by
Transport for London. However, the
same uncertainty isn't to be found
in official definitions of what
Heathrow police (MPS) should be
doing to combat illegal PH activity.
Their role is clear enough.
According to the National Police
Chiefs' Council, if criminal activity by
minicab drivers at Heathrow is on a
scale that can only be reduced by
the deployment of extra police
officers, then existing primary
legislation leaves Heathrow Ltd.
and the MPS with no choice other
than to quantify and settle the extra
policing costs of such deployment.   
Valerie Shawcross CBE, Chair of
the London Assembly visited
Heathrow Airport in June to have a
look at the problems faced by
drivers using the Heathrow Taxi
System. LCDC reps took the
opportunity to explain to Ms.
Shawcross the taxi trade's

concerns about the joint failure of
Transport for London, the MPS
Heathrow and Heathrow Ltd. (HAL)
to prevent private hire drivers from
forming minicab ranks and plying
for hire outside the passenger
terminals. The London Assembly is
the official watchdog that among
other things, monitors the

performance of Transport for
London. The Assembly has a
Transport Committee and under its
terms of reference members are
able to examine and report on the
strategies, policies and actions of
Mayor Boris Johnson and his team
at TfL. Assembly members are also
empowered to investigate issues
that are important to the capital city.
The Assembly has the statutory
authority to carry out investigations
and make critical studies of long-
term issues facing London and
Londoners. In a Heathrow taxi
trade context,the Assembly has
been made fully aware by the
LCDC that the laws intended to
regulate the private hire industry at
Heathrow are not being enforced,
with the result that licensed taxis
who operate from the ranks are
literally having their market share of
work stolen from outside the
passenger terminals by minicabs.
Whenever taxi trade reps at
Heathrow meet MPS officers and
HAL managers to discuss
enforcement issues, MPS
spokesmen seem to be under-
qualified to explain or suggest
exactly what needs to be done to
clear the forecourts of illegally
parked PH drivers. All too often,
unconvincing facts and figures
presented by the MPS on the
number of minicab drivers
prosecuted for offences at
Heathrow are supposed to be
taken as indicators that Heathrow
police are on the whole doing a
good job. What these police officers
refuse to acknowledge, or perhaps

are too embarassed to
acknowledge, is that minicab
drivers commit hundreds of
offences both inside and outside
Heathrow's passenger terminals at
every hour of the day and night.
Given that the offenders are only
being nicked by the MPS at a rate
that doesn't even average two

convictions per day, it's no wonder
that taxi drivers are demanding to
know what the MPS, HAL and TfL
are playing at. The three latter
bodies seem to think that as long
as they organise an occasional
purge on illegal private hire activity
at Heathrow, they don't deserve to
be criticised by the taxi trade. 

COMPETITION LAW 
Although HAL doesn't put
pressure on Heathrow police
(MPS) to enforce the PH
byelaws, HAL uses its powers to
make doubly sure that taxi
drivers can only operate from
designated taxi ranks. 
It's a safe bet that if taxi drivers
were to form ranks outside the
passenger terminals in the same
way as they are illegally formed by
minicabs, van loads of police and
TfL law enforcers would turn up
within minutes. What this
comparison reveals is that the
Airport operator HAL has no
intentions of instructing the MPS
Heathrow and TfL to adopt a zero
tolerance policy towards the illegal
commercial activities of PH
companies. From a legal
perspective HAL appears to be
making manipulative use of the
airport's byelaws. Transport for
London is a leading public authority
and it should be asking itself
whether this particular use of
Heathrow byelaws by HAL is
exempt from the effects of
competition law. On the face of it,
HAL's refusal to instigate the
enforcement of the airport's PH

byelaws gives an illegal commercial
advantage to the PH industry and
at the same time discriminates
against licensed taxis. The big
important legal question that needs
to be addressed by Transport for
London and quite possibly the MPS
Heathrow, is as follows : is HAL
abusing its dominant position as
the airport operator by confining taxi
services to designated taxi ranks,
whilst allowing HAL approved
private hire services to operate
from a trading location on the
forecourts of the passenger
terminals ? Admittedly, HAL and not
TfL appointed the taxi standings at
Heathrow, but nevertheless HAL is
a private sector entity and TfL as a
public authority is duty bound to
consider as a public interest issue
that HAL could be infringing the
Competition Act 1998 by
discriminating between private hire
and taxi operations at Heathrow 

HALT AND THE DESKS 
The taxi trade's rapidly
diminishing share of the onward
travel market at Heathrow has
everything to do with illegal
encroachment by private hire
and nothing whatsoever to do
with the closure of HALT's taxi
information desks in the
terminals. 
The desks specialised in and relied
on one-off transactions with
customers who would never come
back as a taxi passenger as soon
they realised that they had been
well and truly overcharged.
Metered fares into town of around
£60.00 ended up with HALT
customers being charged £90.00
and the selfish greedy drivers who
jumped on to the HALT gravy train
didn't give a damn about the long-
term damage they were doing to
the reputation of Heathrow's black
cab service. The drivers who form
the backbone of Heathrow's taxi
services are a solid majority and
they were all glad to see the back
of the HALT regime. What
supporters of the now defunct
HALT can't get into their heads, is
that HALT's desk contract with HAL
came to an end in June 2013. The
airport operator held the whip hand
and the renewal deal presented to
the taxi trade was quite simple: if
the taxi trade wanted to retain the
desks we would only be able to do
so if we took part in a tendering

process. To a London taxi driver a
'taxi' means a black cab but
definitely not to HAL. The worst
case scenario was that any one of
London's big private hire
companies could have and would
have tendered for the taxi
information desk contract and won
it. Had HAL installed a private hire
operator on the desks, the only way
the taxi trade could have got them
back would have been via a rear
guard legal action in the High
Court. It was not a realistic option.
As the date of HALT's scheduled
departure from the desks
approached , HAL presented the
taxi trade organisations with the
option of making two crucial
decisions and we made both of
them. The first was to agree with
HAL to stop the taxi desks from
being subsidised with £40,000
pounds per month from the gate
money. Had the subsidy been left in
place, Heathrow drivers could have
ended up paying it to a PH desk
contractor. The second decision
was to agree with HAL that the taxi
desks should be removed from the
passenger terminals altogether. As
said above, the alternative was to
run the risk of having the desks
taken over by a private hire
company. 
Long before HALT executives were
forced out of business, they
commissioned several
investigations into how they ran
their company's taxi booking and
credit card services. Their intention
was convince ordinary drivers that
HALT executives were clever
businessmen and not merely a
bunch of barrow boys. In the event,
the independent business
professionals HALT employed to
look at the books did the right thing
and produced reports that revealed
the parlous state of HALT's
business affairs. It came to light that
HALT's clerical support services
were provided by volunteers who
had no basic admin' skills. For
example, the volunteers failed to
keep track of drivers who had been
issued with HALT'S credit card
terminals (CCTs) with the result that
CCTs worth hundreds of thousands
of pounds were unaccounted for.
HALT executives also managed to
keep HALT's four bank accounts
either overdrawn or in credit, but
never with much more than a
handful of loose change. 

Airport matters...
BY PETER “THE CANNON” L.C.D.C AIRPORT REP

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com
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Unbelievable Prices
TX / VITO REMOULDS

£38.50+VAT
TEL: 0207 231 5857

72 ENID STREET, BERMONDSEY, LONDON, SE16 3RA

MORRIS TYRE
SERVICES

Heart Tests For London Taxi Drivers 

WOOD STREET
CLINIC

The Heart Centre For London Taxi Drivers

Have You Had Heart Problems?

Do you need an Exercise Test  and / or Echocardiogram
(to measure LVEF) for LtpH?

We can help with our fast, efficient service and special
low rates for London’s taxi drivers

We are now providing stress Echocardiography
(functional testing) when required.

We understand that your living can depend on these tests

Contact us now on
The Wood Street Clinic
133 Wood Street
Barnet, Herts EN5 4BX
Telephone : 0208 449 7656    
www.woodstreetclinic.com  or
enquiries@woodstreetclinic.com
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@WoodStClinic

CABS WANTED
TOP PRICES PAID

INSTANT CASH

CAB HIRE ALSO AVAILABLE

07877 093 866
07956 293 748
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VVGGCC      ££88225500  oonnoo        TT::  0077773344  447777  110011
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